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SAVE TIME 
AND ENHANCE  
EFFICIENCY  
with a Single Software Solution 
Unlike most incident reporting and risk management solutions 
that require multiple disparate systems, iTrak is designed as a 
single, comprehensive platform. Created as the superior multi-
departmental, multi-property solution for Security and Surveillance 
departments, iTrak delivers quick, accurate analysis, pinpointing 
liabilities and enhancing operational efficiencies and benefits.



GAIN A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT’S HAPPENING IN 
YOUR CASINO  

In today’s fast-paced gaming environments, performing game audits, player 
analysis, and slot audits requires a detailed, consistent methodology that ensures 
accuracy. The iTrak Audit module delivers a complete standardized system for 
performing audits, gaming disputes, and player analyses. 

u Customizable game violations, areas, and sections with multiple player analysis,  
         results, and types 

u  Supports game audits across multiple supervisors and game related staff 

u Complete reporting, including detail, statistics, game audit 
         violations and dealer error reports 

Audit helps users gain a better 
understanding of what’s 

happening in their casino

Ensure your team is checking the 
right places and collecting the 
right information, at the right 

time with Guard Tour 

The iTrak Facial Recognition 
module provides real-time 

surveillance and identification

iTrak’s CAD system helps you 
respond quicker and smarter in 

fast-moving situations 

License plate recognition 
identifies known vehicles 

and locates stolen vehicles 

Create a Safer 
Environment

Enhance Community 
Safety 

Act Quickly When It 
Matters Most  

Spend Less Time Focusing on 
Equipment Maintenance  

Protect Staff, Visitors, 
and Assets 

Help Mitigate Threats  
and Decrease Crime 
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Save time tracking, analyzing, 
and maintaining equipment 

repair and service history with 
Work Order 



ENHANCE SECURITY WITH AUTOMATED, REAL-TIME 
SURVEILLANCE AND IDENTIFICATION 

Given the complexity and sheer number of cameras that need to be monitored in 
today’s typical surveillance environments, subject identification is crucial. The iTrak 
Facial Recognition module provides an automated real-time aid in this identification 
process. 

u Receive automatic, camera-specific real-time alerts 

u Interface provides simple access to iTrak Facial Recognition alerts and closest  
         matches 

u Complete alert link to subject, physical characteristics, group details, and incident  
         history 

u Integrate with virtually any security and surveillance environment 

IMPROVE PARKING LOT SAFETY AND SECURITY 

Designed as one of the most reliable and mature video analytic technologies 
available today, iLPR (Intelligent License Plate Recognition) helps improve safety and 
security by identifying known vehicles and their owners and locating stolen vehicles 
in parking lots.  

u Accurately read plates from virtually any country, state, or province 

u Use in high-traffic, multi-flow parking environments 

u Capture license plates of vehicles moving at speeds of up to 140mph (225km/h)
 
u Identify plates and alert in real-time 
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IMPROVE EFFICIENCY AND INCREASE ACCOUNTABILITY  

Monitoring numerous checkpoints can be a challenge. Ensure your security team 
checks the right places at the right time and can easily report on their findings with 
Omnigo Guard Tour. 

u Limit risk of liability with an audit trail and historical proof-of-presence reports  

u Verify check-ins and required tasks are completed and recorded within specified     
        timeframes 

u Document incidents and upload digital media with mobile integration  

RESPOND QUICKER AND SMARTER  

When time is of the essence, you need a CAD system that provides accurate, efficient 
data entry and officer assignment and management. Officer Dispatch delivers a 
complete solution, utilizing existing personnel, location, and daily log reporting.  

u Enter, track, print, schedule, and assign dispatches 

u Complete in-progress, pending, and officer status views 

u Easily dispatch officers nearest the scene for the quickest response 
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THE COMPLETE SOLUTION TO MAINTAIN WORK ORDERS AND 
RELATED PARTS 

Analyzing part service history and replacement and repair cycles is a necessary, but 
time-consuming task. The iTrak Work Order module delivers a complete standardized 
system for tracking, analyzing, and maintaining a thorough repair and service history. 

u Track work order schedules, status, and completion date and times 

u Maintain and search part service history for all related work orders 

u Quickly access service history for all parts, reducing overall costs
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LEARN MORE OR 
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO

call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com

ABOUT OMNIGO 

For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been the preferred choice 
for law enforcement, education, healthcare, gaming, hospitality, and corporate 
enterprises. Currently, Omnigo’s solutions are used by over 2,000 customers in 
20 different countries. At Omnigo, we’re committed to helping customers secure 
their organizations’ property, control operational costs, and ensure the safety of the 
general public. 

We believe our customers deserve the best support available to protect their people, 
assets, and brand. We also understand how challenging it can be to protect the 
community without the proper resources. We’re here to arm users with the best tools 
in the industry. With a team that includes former law enforcement, first responders, 
and other public safety professionals, we’re uniquely qualified to understand exactly 
what our customers need to protect their community.
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